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DELIVERING TOMORROW’S SOLUTIONS, TODAY.

OUR MISSION at Automated Solutions Australia and Automated Solutions America LLC (ASA) is to bring the
world’s best practice to the flexible automation sector. Our aim is Design and Engineer innovative robotized
solutions that help our customers improve their competitive position within their given market. Our solutions
are designed with a focus on improving throughput, quality, and productivity, whilst providing a quick return
on investment, and removing workers from potentially hazardous tasks. Through an integrated approach,
we strive to earn the trust of our customers through excellence, integrity, responsiveness and respect.
At ASA, we will bring world’s best practice to the market. DELIVERING TOMORROW’S SOLUTIONS, TODAY.

PAT GREEN
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OUR PEOPLE

HISTORY

GLOBAL FOOTPRINT

Our investment in the robotics
sector extends far greater than our
facilities – it is about our people.
Through careful selection of our
staff members, ASA has brought
together decades of experience
in Robotic Engineering across a
diverse range of industries and
applications. ASA continues to
make a significant ongoing global
investment in product, process and
support training for its personnel.

Founded in 2002, ASA is a privately
owned company with offices
and manufacturing facilities in
Adelaide and Melbourne servicing
customers up and down the
Eastern seaboard and offshore, as
well as a satellite operation in the
USA. ASA’s Adelaide headquarters
boasts a modern 250 m2 office and
warehousing complex, built within
close proximity to the Automotive
Precinct of Edinburgh Parks.

ASA’s customer base is focused
around Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEM’s) and Tier #1
Suppliers to this industry across
the globe. ASA’s global footprint
for projects executed overseas
since inception is enviable, as is its
reputation for customer retention.

DELIVERING TOMORROW’S SOLUTIONS, TODAY.

At ASA, we are driven to be the
best within the industry. Our
team members are dedicated
to bringing your organization
the most innovative and world
class solutions available to meet
your everyday manufacturing
requirements.
We like to call it “delivering
tomorrow’s solutions, today”

GLOBAL PROJECT ACTIVITY
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At ASA, we are driven to be the best within the industry.
We are dedicated to bringing your organization the
most innovative and world class solutions available
to meet your everyday manufacturing requirements.

INNOVATION

SOLUTIONS

CONSULTING

The integration of applications
on today’s assembly lines is an
increasingly complex challenge.
Engineers must simultaneously
drive for higher quality, lower piece
costs, and an overall reduction in
the amount of waste generated
at the point source of origin. And
all of this must be completed with
limited capital funding.

At ASA, we take a dedicated
approach in dealing with our
clients. Initially, we meet with
the customer to understand their
manufacturing processes. Through
critical process analysis, we are
able to identify any opportunities
in the form of bottle necks, delivery
issues, or constraints imposed
by batch processing, that the
customer may have. Moving
forward, ASA can then work with
the client to identify where best
practice from around the world
can be employed to improve the
cost, quality, throughput and
robustness of their system. We can
look at increasing manufacturing
flexibility, decreasing production
labour requirements, and
optimizing material usage.

ASA recognizes these challenges,
and offers complete design, build
and integration facilities to the
robotics sector. Our solutions
focus on increasing quality,
throughput and robustness in
everyday manufacturing. By
reducing labor costs and material
usage through smart application
technology, ASA can help you meet
your company objectives.
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Once an opportunity has been
identified, ASA can complete a
concept process study for the
customer, either as a laboratory
demonstration, or as a computer
based simulation. This allows the
customer to visualize the solution
being offered, including cycle
times, output, material usage, and
other factors critical to the projects
implementation into a production
environment.
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AUTOMATION EXPERTISE
At ASA, our people are our
undoubtedly our greatest asset.
Through a highly rigorous selection
process, we have brought together
a team with decades of experience
in Robotic Applications, both
here and abroad. The application
expertise of our people includes,
but is not limited to:
MACHINE TENDING
• Lathe and milling machine
loading and unloading
• Moulding machine TopLoading systems
• Post process deflashing
• Press tending
• Heat treatment of billets
• Crankshaft Grinding
• Assembly
• Gauging and proof testing
PLASTICS
• Painting (Electrostatic & NonElectrostatic, Solvent borne,
Waterborne, 2-component,
3-component)
• Post process deflashing and
heat treatment
• Cleaning
DISPENSING
• Painting (bell, gun,
electrostatic, nonelectrostatic, solvent borne,
waterborne)
• Poly Urethanes, Silicone, Foam
in Place Gaskets
• Automotive under body and
interior seam sealing and
spray
• Windscreen Urethane
• 1 and 2 component materials
• Electrical panel FIP weather
seals (IP-65)

WELDING
• Rail and pedestal mounted
spot welding units
• Spot welding of automotive
panels and assorted parts
• MIG welding of Exhaust
systems
• MIG welding of automotive
components
POLISHING, DEBURRING AND
FETTLING
• Door furniture
• Castings
• Crankshaft fettling
• Fuel Tank Polishing
• Moulding flash removal
•

SERVICES
ASA designs, engineers and
integrates a variety of paint and
sealing automation systems each
year, that go on to form vital links
in the OEM manufacturing chain.
Through the specialist nature of
dispensing applications, ASA can
offer the following services to the
manufacturing sector.

CONSULTATIVE
NEEDS ANALYSIS
(BENCHMARKING)
Through experience and the
adoption of world-wide best
practice, ASA is in a unique position
to identify potential opportunities
within your current manufacturing
processes.

SIMULATION
Once an opportunity is identified,
ASA has the capability to complete
a ROBCAD and/or ROBOGUIDE
simulation, allowing the customer
to visualise the end result of the
recommendation, and the tangible
relationship it will form with the
revised manufacturing process.
Process constraints such as
cycle time can be estimated, as
well as material usage and other
factors critical to the project’s
implementation into a production
environment.

SYSTEM DESIGN AND
INTEGRATION
Services include concept and feasibility studies, modelling via ROBCAD
and/or ROBOGUIDE, mechanical and
electrical engineering, material and
process refined designs, project
management, and ongoing support
and training solutions.

DELIVERING TOMORROW’S SOLUTIONS, TODAY.
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At ASA you can rest assured that the
robotic solution we develop for you will be
world class, built around industry best practice.

AUTOMATION
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This flexible automation solution
was able to remove operators from
this high risk work environment,
and in parallel the throughput of
the cell was increased by 37.5%,
making this local manufacturer
globally competitive on the
production of their equipment.
Heavy Machine Tools can
present issues in manufacturing
environments. This Fanuc
R2000iB/185L robot is fitted with
an ATI gripper adaptor, allowing it to
change between a 3-jaw concentric
Schunk PZN+ 380 gripper capable
of handling round billets up to 200
lb, to a Schunk PGN+ 380 gripper
capable of handling bar and billets
of the same weight range.
The flexibility of the system allows
for parts to be loaded into a Mazak
e500 or Mori Seiki NT5400 machine
tool. These are both very large
machine tools that, when tended
by an operator, require slings
and a crane, or similar support
infrastructure to load, presenting a
minefield of workplace hazards.

With a typical machining cycle
time of 30 minutes, the cell is able
to run unmanned for 1-2 days,
delivering an excellent flexible
automation solution to the end
user. This Aluminum jobbing shop
utilizes a Fanuc R2000iB/165F
robot fitted with an ATI gripper
adaptor and Schunk grippers to
load and unload various parts from
an Okuma Multus B400 machine
tool. Parts are presented to the cell
on pallets located at two stations
where they are picked, processed
in the machine tool, and then
unloaded back to the pallets.

When this client needed to increase
their repeatability of film thickness
on small interior components, a
flexible automated solution was
the answer. This turnkey solution
was integrated into the existing
manual open fronted booth with
minimal disruption to production. A
Fanuc Paintmate 200iA robot was
employed for the task, using PMC
to identify products read from an
RFID chip in the nests, as well as
control of the conveyor and robot
initialization protocols.

Polishing aluminum parts is a
growing after-market industry,
particular in the Class 8 truck and
motorcycle market. This project is
using a Fanuc R2000iB/125L robot
to polish stainless and aluminum
parts. The robot is fitted with a
Pushcorp spindle, and the flexibility
of the solution delivered means
that the robot can interchange
mops mid process, from heavy
cutting mops to final polish buffs.

This client’s risk assessment
identified issues with repeated
lifting of heavy steel drills
throughout an operators’ shift.
ASA was engaged to develop a
flexible, cost effective solution,
which resulted in the adoption
of a Fanuc R2000iB/100P, fitted
with an ATI gripper adaptor. The
system employs a number of
Schunk grippers to load and unload
a vast range of billets across any
one of three machine tools for
the production of large RC drills,
exported for the global mining
industry. The solution removed the
need for operators to load the drills,
and production volumes through
the cell have increased 300% on
the previous manual operation.

Sharp, heavy products present
hazards for manual operators. This
flexible automated solution was
developed initially for an Australian
customer, and then later replicated
for their facility in India based on
the cell’s success. Using a Fanuc
R2000iB/185L robot fitted with a
large stroke Schunk gripper, the
cell loads and unloads steel parts
weighing over 100lb from satellite
tables of a shot peener, before
they are rotated into the machine
for blasting. The cell is designed to
produce a single shifts volume of
parts without manual intervention,
and has increased throughput by
200%.
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At ASA, we understand the value of partnerships
within industry. We are proud of the relationships
and partnerships we form with our valued customers.

DEDICATION

AUTOMATED FACILITIES
SUPPORT
Automated Facilities Support
Agreements, or AFSA’s, represent
a partnered investment in
best practice and continuous
improvement for the client. As part
of an AFSA, skilled professionals
are placed on site, to target
improvements in manufacturing
and optimise daily performance.
These agreements are measured
on the following key performance
indicators.
• Increased equipment uptime
(through scheduling of
preventative maintenance,
equipment maintainability,
and training of personnel).
Measurable is Mean Time
Between Failures (MTBF), or
downtime frequency.
• Increased First Time Buy (FTB)
from the Automation. Plant
measurable indicator is FTB
and FRC.
• Reduced system downtime
(emergency response to
issues and breakdowns).
Indicator will be Mean Time To
Repair (MTTR).
• Increased customer
satisfaction. Performance
indicator will be tangible
customer surveys, conducted
on a quarterly basis.
• Reduced material usage
per job. Basis will be data
tracked from the Graphical
User Interface (GUI), coupled
with usage data supplied by
vendor, whilst maintaining
acceptable quality standards
as dictated by the process
team.
• Decreased process cycle time,
measured through processing
time.

TRAINING CLASSES
ASA is geared towards providing
your organisation with customised
training solutions. This training can
be customised to your site, and
includes programming, electrical
and mechanical maintenance
and troubleshooting, and safe
equipment operation. Training is
customised through a detailed
analysis of customer needs,
customization of standard product
classes, and the development of
specialist training materials to
address unique customer needs.

ONSITE SUPPORT
ASA can provide on site support
in the form of consultative Needs
Analysis, Automated Facilities
Support, Training and Project
Integration. ASA also provides
Process Engineers, Installation
Engineers, Software Engineers
and Project Engineers for project
execution purposes.

OFFLINE PROGRAMMING
CAPABILITIES
Through the use of simulated CAD
programs, ASA is able to determine
robot configurations and cycle
times BEFORE a robot cell is
purchased, or put into production.
As a result, the client is able to
visualise the product, and its effect
on the manufacturing capability
of the plant. Furthermore, ROBCAD
style facilities allow ASA to mobilise
and demobilise from site quicker
and more cost-effectively for
clients, as cells and programs
can be completed from our
headquarters in Adelaide, prior to
going to site. This reduces the need
for extensive downtime periods on
the equipment.

MAILING ADDRESS
GPO BOX 1090
ADELAIDE SA 5001

ADELAIDE
UNIT 2, 80 HOGARTH ROAD
ELIZABETH SOUTH SA 5112

MELBOURNE
UNIT 2, 13-21 THOMAS STREET
YARRAVILLE VIC 3013

UNITED STATES
AUTOMATEDSOLUTIONS.COM.AU

2960 BOND STREET
ROCHESTER HILLS, MICHIGAN 48309

